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MINIMUM M&V GUIDELINES FOR M&V PLANS FOR NORTH CAROLINA 
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

FACILITIES 
 

 INTRODUCTION 

 This document provides general measurement and verification (M&V) guidelines for standard 
energy and water conservation measures (ECMs or measure(s)) typically implemented under 
energy savings performance contracts (ESPCs) in North Carolina. It contains procedures for 
quantifying the avoided energy or water use (savings) resulting from energy efficiency equipment, 
water conservation, and renewable energy projects. The emphasis is on key parameters that 
should be considered when performing M&V on specific ECMs. Site-specific variations must be 
considered as well when developing an M&V plan. The material presented in this section is very 
specific and is intended to give energy service companies (ESCOs) an approach for typical ECMs 
which will be accepted by the State of NC Utility Savings Initiative (USI). In reality, an M&V plan 
must be tailored to a specific ECM at a specific site and availability of good data is critical. 
 
The outlines provided herein do not consider ECM size, and cost, which are also crucial for 
development of proper M&V plans. This document touches on all parts of the ESPC, not just 
schedule F, and uses International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) 
methodology that was current at the investment grade audit (IGA) execution. M&V cost varies 
from project by project and is based on the size of the project; level of rigor required for acceptable 
accuracy; and negotiated prior to signing of IGA. 
 

 General Rationale 
 
 

 
 

 Statutory Basis 
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 M&V BASELINES 

 The M&V baseline used for each ECM needs to be sufficiently defined for purposes of calculating savings 
depending on the M&V option selected and prior to the energy services agreement (ESA) signing. 
 

 Documentation of the baseline conditions is required in case operational or facility changes occur after 
ECM installation that require adjustments to the performance period or baseline energy use. 
 

 Baseline conditions must include the physical conditions, operational conditions and applicable utility use 
data. 

 

 Roof, ceiling, and floor areas in square feet and insulation levels 
 Wall and glass areas in square feet per exposure, insulation levels, and solar heat 

gain coefficients 
 Infiltration and ventilation rates 
 Appropriate equipment inventory including relevant nameplate data 
 Design features 
 Occupancy profiles 

 
 Control strategies 
 Temperature set points (if applicable) 
 Operating schedules 
 Condition of equipment 
 Equipment loading conditions (if applicable) 
 Maintenance procedures used 
 Peripheral equipment conditions (if applicable) 
 Weather data (if applicable) 

 
 Utility bills as specified in the request for proposal (RFP), IGA, or as specified later 

in the document 
 Utility rate schedules 

 Copy of current utility rate schedule or tariff 
 Rate schedule information and components that show all applicable 

charges including: 
 The utility provider name 
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 Rate schedule designation 
 Demand charges in $/kW 
 Energy charge in $/kWh, $/Therm, $/gallon, $/MMBTU, etc.  
 Water/sewer unit charge in $/kGal, $/ft2, etc.  
 If the facility is billed under a time-of-use rate, the on-peak, off-peak 

demand and energy components will be included along with their time 
elements and percent of operation calculated for on and off-peak. 

 All applicable rate riders and cost components 
 Sub-metered system data for retrofit isolation measures 
 All applicable energy usage 
 All applicable electrical demand 
 All applicable water usage 
 End use energy/demand from modeling or data-logging (required for IPMVP 

Options A and B) 
 Estimated or calculated annual energy and demand for interior lighting, exterior 

lighting, heating, cooling, water heating, pumps, fans, plug-load, miscellaneous, 
etc. 

 Example of a baseline which includes the information listed for utility data and 
energy/demand is provided in Appendix B. 

 
  Exception rules 

 
 A reduction may be allowed to the minimum guidelines in cases where annual 

energy savings of Collective ECMs are considered too low to warrant rigorous 
measurement and verification. 

 Total annual stipulated savings, for all ECMs, may be 2% of total annual 
project savings or $8,000 whichever is less.  

 The restriction above does NOT include building envelope measures. If 
building envelope measures are also stipulated an additional 2% or 
$8,000 will be allowed.  This will bring the total annual stipulated 
savings, for the project, to 4% of total annual project savings or $16,000 
whichever is less. 

 Stipulated savings values must be supported by calculations and 
appropriate references.  

 For additional collective ECMs that are too low to warrant rigorous 
measurement, the ESCO’s proposed level of reduced rigor must be 
agreed upon by the governmental unit and USI. 

 
 Increased M&V rigor may be required above minimum guidelines in cases where 
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annual energy savings of a collective ECM represent a large percentage or large 
annual savings when compared to typical projects. 

 Annual cost savings greater than 40% of the total annual ESPC project 
cost savings for a Collective ECM 

 Annual savings greater than $80,000 
 Level of increased rigor is either stated in the “Exceptions” sections of 

minimum guidelines for specific ECMs, or the level of rigor may be 
proposed by the ESCO and must be agreed upon by the governmental 
unit and USI. 

 
 GUIDELINES FOR SPECIFIC ECMS 

 Using Option C for Multiple ECMs 
 

 

 

 

 

 ECM: Lighting Efficiency Improvement 
 

 

 
 

 
 Fixture inventory: All fixtures within facilities included in the ESPC contract must 

be included. Fixtures in areas where access is not permitted shall be excluded in 
the project. 

 Key parameter measurement: Fixture power wattage.  Statistically valid sample: 
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Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended and shall be 
according to the IPMVP version in force at the execution of the ESPC. ESCO is to 
provide a draft of the sampling plan for agency/customer review and agreement 
before conducting measurements. Additional sampling definitions are provided in 
Appendix C. 

 Operating hours - statistically valid sample: Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, 
Appendix B-3 is recommended with regard to establishing an acceptable sample 
size for a given room population in order to adequately establish fixture operating 
hour estimates. 

 Demand diversity factor of 90% is acceptable: If ESCO uses a demand diversity 
factor greater than 90% it requires sufficient supporting documentation such as 
short-term electric power metering of the lighting system load with correlation to 
the building or facility peak electrical demand. 

 Illumination sampling will be conducted based on methodology outlined in 
Appendix C of this document. Spot measurements will be taken at the 
appropriate horizontal or vertical work plane with a calibrated light meter. 

 Electric rates:  See Section 2.3.3.   Use the applicable rate component affected by 
the measure. 

 
 Fixture as-built inventory: All new fixtures within facilities included in the ESPC 

contract must be included. 
 Fixture power sampling spot measurements will be conducted per the agreed 

upon 90/10 sampling plan in the M&V plan. Sample the same fixtures in the post 
phase as the pre-phase. 

 Operating hours can be stipulated based on baseline conditions if operating 
schedules have not changed. The sampling percentage shall increase when 
sampled operating hours are significantly out of range. 

 If the operating hours are significantly different from baseline, Owner 
and ESCO will review the results and may adjust the baseline if 
necessary. If operating schedules have changed, the sampling plan as 
outlined for baseline operating hours shall be followed. 

 Illumination sampling will be taken on the same fixtures in the post phase as the 
pre-phase. 

 If the ECM includes de-lamping or removing fixtures from an area, illumination 
measurements will be taken and recorded to ensure Illuminating Engineering 
Society of North America (IESNA) illumination standards are being met. 

 
 Fixture inspections will be conducted by visual review of 10% of applicable fixtures 

only (no measurements) comprised of a representative sample of all fixtures as 
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described in Appendix C. Visual review shall include inspection of the fixture to 
ensure all lamps and ballasts are operational. Should also inspect replacement 
lamps and ballasts on hand or physically inspect a random sample of fixtures to 
ensure proper lamps and ballasts are being maintained in fixtures. 

 Operating hours sampling includes visual review of operating schedules of the 
facilities to ensure no changes have occurred 

 A visual review of applicable fixtures will be conducted during the inspections and 
any issues will be noted. 

 No illumination (foot-candle) measurements are required. Annual illumination 
sampling and maintenance is the responsibility of the governmental unit. 

 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 
components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 

 
 If measure is expected to have a substantial interaction with heating and/or 

cooling energy consumption, Option D should be used to quantify the total 
associated energy savings. If interaction on other systems outside the lighting 
boundary is expected to be negligible, the associated energy savings or increase 
can be ignored, or estimated; however, any estimated savings will be included in 
the maximum amount of stipulated savings.   

 Changes in operating hours will be handled in Schedule G. 
 Annual savings:  

 If this ECM is included in the collective ECM’s annual savings as defined 
in Section 2.4.1.1. no annual M&V is required. 

 Savings exceed conditions in Section 2.4.2.1. additional annual savings 
verification is recommended.  

 Operating hours: If operating schedules have changed based on annual review of 
operating schedules, the operating hours of affected fixtures will be measured 
with occupancy/light sensors. 

 
 ECM: Lighting Controls 
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 Fixture inventory: All controlled fixtures will be documented. 
 Fixture power sampling: Statistically valid sample: Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, 

Appendix B-3 is recommended and shall be according to the IPMVP version in 
force at the execution of the ESPC. 

 Operating hours sampling: Apply stratified sampling. Sampling should follow 
IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3.  Applicable fixture populations in question will be 
measured using occupancy and light sensors. 

 Electric rates: See Section 2.3.3.  Use the applicable rate component affected by 
the measure. 

 
 Fixture and controller as-built inventory will be conducted for all controlled 

fixtures and associated controls. 
 Operating hours sampling: Controls in question will be measured using occupancy 

and light sensors. Follow sampling plan. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix 
B-3 is recommended. 

 No illumination (foot-candle) measurements are required unless daylight 
harvesting employed. 

 Daylight harvesting: If controls are implemented, both power and foot candle 
measurements will be made in all areas affected. Measurements will be made at 
each step of control. 

 
 Fixture and controls sampling will be conducted by visual review of 10% of 

applicable fixtures and associated controls only (no measurements). 
 Fixtures: Visual review shall include inspection of the fixture to ensure 

all lamps and ballasts are operational when controls turn fixture on. 
 Occupancy Sensors: Visual inspection of the controller to ensure 

occupancy sensors operate correctly, turning off lights after sufficient 
elapsed time and turning fixtures on immediately upon recognition of 
occupancy in the room. 

 Improved programmed run-times: Visual inspection of controls to 
ensure lighting schedule has not been altered since new control 
routine implemented. 

 Operating hours sampling: Visual review of operating schedules. 
 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 

components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 
 

 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 
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Section 2.4.1.1.  
 No annual trending is required. 

 If annual savings exceed conditions in Section 2.4.2.1. 
 Regarding annual fixture power sampling spot measurements, 

adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 
 Operating hours: 

 If operating schedules have changed and a baseline adjustment is 
required, sampling must be completed in accordance with IPMVP. 
Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Daylight Harvesting: 
 Illumination sampling: If daylight harvesting controls are implemented, 

foot candle measurements will be made in all areas affected. 
 Illumination sampling: If daylight harvesting controls are 

recommended, short term measurements foot candle will be made in 
all areas affected. 

 Daylight harvesting controls: Visual inspection of controls to ensure 
controllers turn off lights when adequate illumination levels are 
attained by available ambient light. 

 Show the model input and output that will be used to calculate 
savings. State what illumination and foot candle levels they want to 
achieve. Short term power measurements will be conducted and 
correlated with the foot candle measurements if stepped-control or 
continuous dimming controls are to be employed. 

 
 ECM: Building Envelope Improvements 

 

 

 
 Documentation of existing conditions 

 Walls, roofs, and floor insulation: A description of the condition of 
applicable pre-installation building components and post- installation 
of ECM shall be provided. The overall insulation R-value shall be 
provided for both pre and post-installation of ECM, including framing 
and other structural interstitial elements of applicable components of 
structures involved. Infrared thermography shall be used to identify 
conduction reduction opportunities. 
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 Fenestration (windows and other glass building components) 
replacement: A description of the condition of applicable pre- 
installation fenestrations and post-installation of ECM shall be 
provided. The associated sizes and overall insulation R-value shall be 
provided for both pre and post-installation of ECM including the 
framing of applicable components of structures. Infrared 
thermography shall be used to identify conduction reduction 
opportunities. 

 Convection heat transfer (infiltration) reduction: List all applicable 
glass components including sizes and accompanying pre ECM 
infiltration leak rates and descriptions of pre-installation conditions 
and post-installation of ECM provided. List all applicable doors 
including sizes and accompanying pre and post-installation of ECM 
infiltration leak rates and descriptions of pre-installation conditions 
and post-installation of ECM provided. List all applicable openings 
including open vents, building cracks, openings in building soffits, 
attics, etc. Include sizes of opening and accompanying pre and post-
installation of ECM infiltration leak rates and description of the issues 
of pre-installation conditions and post-installation of ECM provided. 
Infrared thermography shall be used to identify convection reduction 
opportunities. 

 Radiation heat gain (solar load) reduction: A description of the 
condition of applicable pre-installation building components and post-
installation of ECM shall be provided. List all applicable fenestrations, 
providing the glass areas in square feet and associated orientations. 
Solar factors shall be provided for both pre and post-installation of the 
ECM. 

 Determination of energy savings: 
 Spreadsheet calculations using bin weather data may be used to 

estimate savings. 
 ESCO shall identify the weather site used and the governmental unit 

and USI must approve. 
 Utility rates: See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component 

affected by the measure. 
 

 Verification of affected building components will be conducted and noted. 
Confirm as-built quantities and specifications of components by visual inspection 
of installed materials to ensure proper installation of ECM, as well as cross-
referencing the project bill of materials. 
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 Visual inspection of 10% of the affected building components will be conducted 

and noted to ensure ECM is functioning as installed. 
 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 

components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 
 

 If collective ECM annual savings is greater than 2% of total project annual savings 
or more than $8,000 increased M&V rigor is required for baseline M&V. IPMVP 
Option D (calibrated simulation) shall be used. 

 The existing building(s), shall be modeled with accepted software: 
DOE’s eQuest or EnergyPlus, Carrier’s HAP, or Trane’s Trace. Other 
simulation tools including propriety software will be accepted 
provided they meet the guidelines of ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G. 

 Model should use TMY3 weather data (see Appendix D). Simulation 
model calibration must utilize an average of at least three complete 
years of historical energy usage data if the energy simulation being 
calibrated was processed using TMY data. A single year of historical 
data may only be used for model calibration if the simulation model 
uses an actual weather data input file (usually purchased from a 
vendor specializing in the preparation of such weather input files) 
from the same time period modeled in the energy simulation run being 
calibrated. 

 Model algorithms shall be provided as an Appendix in the ESPC 
 Model should be calibrated using at least 3 years of past utility data 

and spot measurements; there shall be no less than two years. The 
recorded data will be used as inputs to the model. If 3 years of data is 
unavailable, a single year of utility data may be used if the calibrated 
simulation uses an actual year of weather data for the simulation, 
provided that the actual year of data used in the simulation is the same 
as the year of utility data used for calibration. 

 As with Option C, when using Option D (whole building calibrated 
simulation), all measures for that building should be included in the 
model.  Verification of the savings for that building should only be 
Option D for all measures performed in that building.  Do not use 
separate verification protocols for individual ECMs in the building. 

 Recommended Post Installation M&V rigor shall not change 
 Recommended Annual Performance Period M&V rigor shall increase 

 Verification of 10% of the affected building components will be 
conducted by visual inspection to ensure ECM is functioning as 
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installed and noted 
 
 ECM: Building Energy Management System (EMS) 

 

 Occupied/unoccupied schedule 
 Changing temperature set points  

 If room or zone cooling temperature set points are increased to 
achieve energy savings, the associated cooling system must have 
available capacity to meet standards of comfort as outlined in ASHRAE 
Standard 55-2013 -- Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human 
Occupancy. 

 If room or zone heating temperature set points are decreased to 
achieve energy savings, the associated heating must have available 
capacity to meet standards of comfort as outlined in ASHRAE Standard 
55-2013 -- Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy. 

 Chiller water temperature reset 
 Hot water temperature reset 
 Domestic hot water scheduling 
 Domestic hot water temperature changes 

 

 

 
 Conduct short-term measurements of the controlled HVAC or other applicable 

equipment power or fuel consumption, excluding specific chiller or boiler 
controls. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. All chiller 
and boilers where temperature reset controls will be added shall have efficiency 
measurements. 

 Conduct short-term run-time measurements of the same HVAC or other applicable 
equipment where power measurement were made. 

 If controls involve chilled water or hot water distribution system controls, conduct 
short-term measurements and associated set point temperatures during occupied 
and unoccupied periods for those systems. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, 
Appendix B-3 is recommended. 
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 If control involves scheduling and set-back or set-up of room temperatures, 
conduct short-term measurements of actual building room area temperatures and 
associated set point temperatures during occupied and unoccupied periods of 
affected areas. The ESCO needs to determine if building is in control (actual space 
temperatures are less than +/- 4 degrees of set point, during normal operating 
hours and humidity levels are acceptable). This may be accomplished by looking at 
thermostats and sensors and making spot measurements with calibrated 
recorders. If building is determined to be out of control, short-term 
measurements will be required of all affected spaces and HVAC systems. 

 Utility rates: See Section 2.3.3.  Use the applicable rate component affected by the 
measure. 

 
 If Option B is used: 

 Check-out functionality of all building EMS control parameters. 
 Conduct verification and calibration of EMS internal metering and 

trending capability. 
 Conduct short-term measurements of HVAC or other applicable 

equipment power or fuel consumption using building EMS. Adherence 
to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Conduct short-term measurements of HVAC or other applicable 
equipment run times using building EMS selected where power or fuel 
consumption is measured. 

 Conduct short-term measurements of actual area temperatures and 
associated set point temperatures during occupied and unoccupied 
periods using building EMS for associated HVAC equipment where 
power or fuel consumption is measured. 

 Conduct short-term measurements of actual chilled water or hot water 
temperatures and associated set point temperatures during occupied 
and unoccupied periods using building EMS for associated equipment 
where power or fuel consumption is measured. 

 If Option D is used: 
 Check-out functionality of all building EMS control parameters. 
 Conduct spot measurements of HVAC or other applicable equipment 

power or fuel consumption using building EMS. Adherence to IPMVP 
Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Conduct spot measurements of HVAC or other applicable equipment 
run times where power or fuel consumption is measured. 

 Conduct spot measurements of actual area temperatures and 
associated set point temperatures during occupied and unoccupied 
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periods for associated HVAC equipment where power or fuel 
consumption is measured. 

 Conduct spot measurements of actual chilled water or hot water 
temperatures and associated set point temperatures during occupied 
and unoccupied periods for associated equipment where power or 
fuel consumption is measured. 

 Verify that that spaces are achieving desired heating and cooling set points and 
adequate ventilation and dehumidification. 

 
 Check out functionality of all building EMS control parameters. 
 If Option B is used: 

 Review trend logs key HVAC or other key equipment to verify power 
or fuel consumption and savings using building EMS.  

 Review associated trend logs of the sampled HVAC or key applicable 
equipment run times using building EMS. 

 Review trend logs of associated key area temperatures and associated 
set point temperatures of sampled HVAC equipment during occupied 
and unoccupied periods using building EMS. 

 Review trend logs of associated key chilled water or hot water 
temperatures and associated set point temperatures of sampled 
chillers during occupied and unoccupied periods using building EMS. 

 If Option D is used: 
 Take spot measurements of key HVAC or other key equipment to 

verify power or fuel consumption and savings using building EMS. 
Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Review applicable elapsed time meters, temperature set points, and 
system and equipment schedules. 

 If energy consumption and savings are confirmed to as expected after year two, 
Option A may be used in following years in lieu of Option B or D. 

 If annual energy consumption exceeds expectations and savings are not 
confirmed, equipment run-times, area temperatures, chilled water temperatures, 
hot water temperatures or set point temperatures will be reviewed. If any 
parameters are found to be outside of the expected operational ranges, further 
investigation is required to determine savings impacts and corrective measures 
implemented. Options B or D will be continued until annual energy consumption 
returns to expected values. 

 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 
components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 
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 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 
Section 2.4.1.1.  

 Contact USI for M&V guidelines. 
 
  ECM: Premium Efficiency Motors 

 

 
 

 
 Conduct motor survey of all motors which are considered for replacement. The 

survey will include location, recorded name plate data, application (pump, fan, 
etc.), estimated annual operating hours, and spot measurements of power, RPM 
and average service factor. 

 Conduct short term measurements of power of at least one motor greater than 2 
HP (nameplate) per manufacturer, per year manufactured or full-load efficiency 
rating, per application. For motors greater or equal to 10 HP, a sample of this 
motor population will be measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 
is recommended.  

 Conduct short-term measurements of run-time of motors measured in section 
3.6.4.2. Estimates may be made for motors which have sporadic operating 
schedules.   

 Use the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Motor Master+ or similar method for 
logging the surveyed motors, calculating percent load, annual energy consumption 
and operating cost, and conducting a savings analysis. 

 Utility rates:  See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component affected by the 
measure. 

 
 Verify proper installation of NEMA premium efficiency motors. 
 Conduct short-term power metering of motors greater than 2 HP per application. 

For motors equal or greater than 10 HP, a sample of the motor population will be 
measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Conduct short-term run-time measurement of at least one motor greater than 2 
HP per application. For motors greater or equal to 10 HP, a sample of the motor 
population will be measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is 
recommended. 

 
 Verify installation of NEMA premium efficiency motors still in place. 
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 Verify operating hours have not changed. 
 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 

components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 
 

 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 
Section 2.4.1.1. 

 No annual trending is required. 
 Motors less than 2-HP need not be measured. 

 
 ECM: Variable Air Volume Conversion 

 

 
 

 
 Conduct air handler unit (AHU) survey of all AHUs with motors greater than or 

equal to 2 HP. The survey will include location, rated air flow, rated fan motor 
horsepower, application (supply, return, make-up, etc.) and associated estimated 
annual operating hours. 

 The following steps shall be used to calibrate the model. 
 Conduct short-term power metering of at least one fan motor greater 

than or equal to 2 HP per application. If more than one motor per 
application exists, then a random sample of the motors shall be 
measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is 
recommended. 

 Conduct spot air flow (CFM) measurement of all associated air handler 
motors where power is measured. 

 Develop profile of annual operating hours and power savings at each 
air flow condition of the measured motors. 

 Conduct spot temperature measurements of at least one supply fan 
with motor greater than 2 HP and at least one return fan with motor 
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greater than or equal to 2 HP. If more than one motor per application 
exists, then a random sample of the motors shall be measured. 
Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Utility rates: See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component 
affected by the measure. 

 
 Verify installation of all VFDs, VAV boxes and controls. Verify that VFDs are not in 

bypass and any pulley sheaves and/or dampers in primary air ducts have been 
adjusted to achieve maximum flow before adjusting VFD for maximum design air 
flow. 

 Conduct short-term power metering of at least one fan motor per application. If 
more than one motor per application exists, then a random sample of the motors 
shall be measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Conduct short-term run-time measurement of the fan motors receiving power 
measurements. 

 Conduct spot air flow (CFM) measurement of the fan motors receiving power 
measurements. Verify improved part-load performance and projected profile of 
annual operating hours at each flow condition. 

 Conduct spot supply and return temperature measurements across the coils 
associated with the supply fan for motors receiving power measurements. 
Conduct short-term space temperature measurements to ensure rooms are not 
out of control. 

 
 Recalibrate model as required based on the following activities: 

 Inspect 20% of converted VAV systems to ensure VFDs are operating as 
intended and not in bypass, dampers have not been adjusted to 
reduce flow or fan or motor pulley sheaves changed. 

 Conduct short-term measurements of power for at least one fan 
motor per application. If more than one motor per application exists, 
then a random sample of the motors shall be measured. Adherence to 
IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Conduct short-term measurement of run-time for all associated fan 
motors where power is measured. 

 Conduct short-term measurement of air flow (CFM) for all associated 
fans of motors where power is measured. 

 Conduct short-term temperature measurements of temperatures 
across the coils where power is measured as well as the temperatures 
of spaces served. 

 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 
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components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 
 

 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 
Section 2.4.1.1. 

 A modified Option A may be used for baseline and post installation 
M&V. 

 No annual trending required. 
 If using Option A and building has BMS with trending capability for all VAV fans, 

trend logs may be used in lieu motor power, air flow, runtime, and temperature 
measurements for annual M&V. 

 Fans with motors 2 HP or less need not be measured, unless there are no fans 
with motors larger than 2 HP, in which case at least one fan will be measured. 

 If AHU operational profiles have changed since installation, the ECM will be 
modeled using updated profiles and savings adjusted. 

 
 ECM: Variable Speed Pumping Conversion 

 

 
 

 
 Conduct pump survey of all pumps with motors greater than or equal to 2 HP. The 

survey will include location, rated water flow, rated pump motor horsepower, 
rated motor efficiency, rated pump efficiency, application (hot water supply, hot 
water return, chilled water supply, chilled water, domestic hot water, etc.), and 
associated estimated annual operating hours.  

 Document system conditions and include in optimization of water flows including: 
 Valves on respective pumps that control inlet or discharge flow and 

respective potion settings 
 Location and size of 3-way valves serving air handler coils. 
 Other devices that are used to control flow. 
 If flow appears to be low, pump and impeller will be inspected for 

proper operation.   
 If Option A is used: 
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 Conduct short-term power metering of at least one pump motor 
greater than or equal to 2 HP per application. If more than one motor 
per application exists, then a random sample of the motors shall be 
measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is 
recommended. Power measurements will be obtained on 100% of all 
motors greater than 20 HP. 

  Conduct short-term water flow (GPM) measurement of the pumps 
where power is measured. 

 If flow measurements indicate that any pumps are 
showing signs of worn impeller or improperly sized, 
pump impeller replacement or resizing needs to be 
included in the ECM. 

 Take pump discharge pressure (psig) measurements of pumps 
selected in Section 3.8.4.3.2. 

 Correlate discharge pressures and flows and develop profiles of annual 
operating hours and pump power requirements at each flow condition 
for all pumps. Pump power needs to be normalized with flow 
requirements using a regression analysis in order to determine power 
savings at the various flow conditions. 

 If Option B is used. 
 Install permanent meters on electric circuits to measure power of all 

affected pump motors. 
 Utility rates: See Section 2.3.3.  Use the applicable rate component affected by 

the measure. 
 

 Verify installation of all VFDs and controls installed. Verify that VFDs are not in 
bypass and any flow control valves in pumping loops have been replaced with 
appropriate valves or adjusted to achieve maximum flow before adjusting VFD for 
maximum design water flow. 

 Verify that all valves and flow control devices have been replaced or adjusted to 
achieve maximum flow. 

 If using Option A 
 Conduct short-term power metering of at least one pump motor 

greater than or equal to 2 HP per application through the full 
operational control ranges. If more than one motor per application 
exists, then a random sample of the motors shall be measured. 
Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. Power 
measurements will be obtained on 100% of all motors greater than 20 
HP. 
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 Conduct short-term run-time measurement of the pump motors which 
power is measured. 

 Conduct spot water flow (GPM) measurement of the pumps where 
power is measured. 

 Take pump suction and discharge pressure (psig) measurements of 
pumps where power is measured. 

 Correlate pressure differential and flows and confirm profiles of 
annual operating hours and power savings at each flow condition for 
all pumps. Pump power needs to be normalized with flow 
requirements using a regression analysis in order to determine power 
savings at the various flow conditions. 

 If Using Option B. 
 Trend pump motor power on all pumps to ensure power and energy 

savings are being realized over the full pumping profile. 
 

 If using Option A: 
 Inspect 20% of converted pumping systems to ensure VFDs are 

operating as intended and not in bypass, and any flow control valves in 
pumping loops have not been adjusted to reduce flow. 

 Conduct short-term power metering of at least one pump motor per 
application. If more than one motor per application exists, then a 
random sample of the motors shall be measured. Adherence to 
IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Conduct short-term run-time measurement of at least one pump 
motor per application. If more than one motor per application exists, 
then a random sample of the pump motors shall be measured. 
Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Conduct spot suction and discharge pressure measurement of at least 
one pump per application. If more than one pump per application 
exists, then a random sample of the pumps shall be measured. 
Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 If using option B: 
 Consult trends of pump motor power on all pumps to ensure power 

and energy savings are being realized over the full pumping profile. 
 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 

components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 
 

 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 
Section 2.4.1.1. 
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 No annual trending required. 
 If using Option A and building has BMS with trending capability for all variable 

volume pumps, trend logs may be used in lieu motor power, pump pressure 
differential or water flow measurements for annual M&V. 

 If water flow is not measured, flow may be estimated based on manufacturer’s 
pump curves. Pump power needs to be normalized with flow requirements using 
a regression analysis. 

 
 ECM: Improve Boiler Efficiency 

 

 
 

 If using Option A: The overall savings associated with this measure can be 
quantified by measuring the efficiency of the retrofitted boilers with improved 
controls. The heating load is to be normalized with heating degree day (HDD) 
data; however, it is also recommended to measure boiler run time to verify 
savings during baseline development and commissioning. Boiler efficiency needs 
to be collected per standard engineering guidelines. 

 If using Option B or C: The overall savings associated with this measure can be 
quantified by using installed fuel sub-meters or analysis of the utility billing meters 
provided that the boiler in question is billed by a separate gas meter or fuel 
supply. The boiler load will be normalized using a regression analysis and monthly 
HDDs. 

 
 Establish baseline conditions by conducting a survey for all applicable boilers and 

document boiler size, age, combustion type, fuel used, operating hours, and 
condition. 

 If using Option A: Conduct spot checks of boiler and burner combustion efficiency 
using accepted standard engineering practice for all applicable boilers. 

 If Using Option B: Install gas or liquid fuel sub-meters and collect fuel 
consumption. 

 If using Option C: Collect and analyze utility or fuel supplier bills. 
 Utility rates:  See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component affected by the 

measure. 
 

 Verify installation of all retrofit boiler controls and that they are functioning as 
intended. 
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 If using Option A: Conduct spot checks of boiler and burner combustion efficiency 
on all applicable boilers using accepted standard engineering practice for all 
applicable boilers. 

 If Using Option B: Collect fuel consumption from sub-meters on all applicable 
boilers and correlate with HDD data during the post-installation verification 
period. 

 If using Option C: Collect and analyze utility or fuel supplier bills for all applicable 
boilers and correlate with HDD data during the post-installation verification 
period. 

 
 Inspect all retrofit boiler controls and verify that they are functioning as intended. 
 If using Option A: Conduct spot checks of boiler and burner combustion efficiency 

of 20% of applicable boilers using accepted standard engineering practice for all 
applicable boilers. Boilers are to be set up on a rotational basis to ensure all 
boilers have been checked at least once each 5 years. 

 If Using Option B: Collect fuel consumption from sub-meters for all applicable 
boilers and correlate usage data of 20% of the boilers with HDD data during the 
annual period. Boilers shall be set up on a rotational basis to ensure each boiler’s 
fuel consumption has been checked at least once each 5 years. All boiler sub-
meters are to be checked annually to ensure they are in good working order. 

 If using Option C: Collect and analyze utility or fuel supplier bills for 20% of all 
applicable boilers and correlate with HDD data during the annual period. Boilers 
shall be set up on a rotational basis to ensure each boiler’s fuel consumption has 
been checked at least once each 5 years. 

 Utility Rate verification: Review utility rates to ensure applicable cost components 
have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 

 
 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 

Section 2.4.1.1.  
 Baseline & post-installation M&V 

 Conduct spot checks of boiler and burner combustion 
efficiency using accepted standard engineering practice 
for all applicable boilers. 

 Boiler run-time data may be collected and correlated with 
HDD data to develop the baseline and savings using a 
spreadsheet tool in lieu of Option A, B or C. 

 Annual M&V 
 No annual trending required. 
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 ECM: Chiller Replacement 
 

 
 

 If using Option A: The overall savings associated with this measure can be 
quantified by measuring the existing chiller efficiency (kW/ton) and its run-time 
and comparing this to the chiller efficiency and run-time of the installed chiller. 

 If using Option B: Savings can be quantified with sub-metering the chiller electrical 
power. 

 If using Option D: The efficiency and run-time of the existing and installed chiller 
will be used to determine savings within the energy model that meets the 
guidelines of ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G. 

 
 Conduct survey for all applicable chillers and document chiller size, age, rated full-

load efficiency, loading conditions, operating hours, and physical condition. 
 If using Option A: Conduct spot checks of cooling loads and power at various 

loading conditions to obtain an efficiency profile over the full load range using 
accepted standard engineering practice for all applicable chillers. Develop annual 
profiles of chiller load verses efficiency and the associated baseline energy 
consumption of each applicable chiller. 

 If Using Option B: Install electric sub-meters and trend electricity consumption, 
chilled water supply and return temperatures, and chilled water flows. 

 If using Option D: Calibrate model by collecting power, temperature and flow to 
develop efficiency (kW/ton) profiles of existing chiller. 

 Obtain non-standard part load value (NPLV) of the manufacturer of chiller(s) to be 
installed based on existing chiller(s) load and operational profiles and rerun the 
model. 

 Utility rates:  See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component affected by the 
measure. 

 
 Inspect all replacement chillers and confirm correct chiller size, rated full- load 

efficiency, part-load efficiency, and loading conditions have not changed. 
 If using Option A: Conduct spot checks of cooling loads and power at various 

loading conditions to obtain the efficiency profile for all replacement chillers. 
Confirm annual profiles of chiller load verses efficiency and the associated post-
installation energy consumption of each chiller. 

 If Using Option B: Collect electricity consumption, chilled water supply and return 
temperatures and chilled water flows to verify performance. 
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 If using Option D: Rerun the model if necessary. 
 

 Inspect all replacement chillers and verify that their associated heat exchangers, 
compressors, expansion devices and associated controls are functioning as 
intended. 

 If using Option A: Conduct spot checks of chiller efficiency of 20% of replacement 
chillers using accepted standard engineering practice. Chillers are to be set up on 
a rotational basis to ensure that all replacement chillers have been checked at 
least once every 5 years. 

 If Using Option B: Collect electricity consumption from sub-meters for all 
replacement chillers and correlate usage data with cooling requirements during 
the annual period. All chiller sub-meters are to be checked annually to ensure they 
are in good working order. 

 If using Option D: Rerun model as required. 
 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 

components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 
 

 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 
Section 2.4.1.1. 

 Baseline and post installation M&V 
 Chiller run-time data may be collected and correlated 

with weather data to develop the cooling energy 
baseline. 

 Annual savings may be estimated using a spreadsheet 
tool comparing baseline equipment performance data to 
manufacturers’ performance data for new equipment 
over the annual operational range of the equipment. 

 Annual M&V. 
 Not required. 

 Annual chiller efficiency verification by ESCO may be eliminated provided chiller 
manufacturer requires owner/operator to perform efficiency verification as part 
of preventive maintenance annually to maintain equipment warranty. 

 
 ECM: Boiler Replacement 
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 If using Option B: The overall savings associated with this measure can be 

quantified by measuring fuel consumption of the existing and replacement boilers. 
 If using Option C: The overall savings associated with boiler replacement can be 

quantified by using utility billing analysis provided that the boiler in question is 
billed by a separate gas meter or fuel supply. 

 
 Conduct survey for all applicable boilers and document boiler size, age, 

combustion type, fuel used, loading conditions, operating hours, and physical 
condition. It is recommended that spot checks of boiler and combustion efficiency 
at various loading conditions be conducted using accepted standard engineering 
practice for all applicable boilers. 

 If Using Option B: Install gas or liquid fuel sub-meters and collect fuel consumption 
data. The heating load is to be normalized with HDD data. 

 If using Option C: Collect and analyze utility or fuel supplier bills. The boiler load 
will be normalized using a regression analysis and monthly HDDs. 

 If fuel switching is involved 
 Efficiency testing will be conducted on all boilers in question. 
 Savings will be determined by converting annual energy consumption 

of the new fuel, subtracting projected new fuel consumption from the 
baseline fuel consumption, and applying current rates or fuel prices. 

 Utility rates: See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component affected by the 
measure. 

 
 Verify installation of all new boilers and that they are have the specified size, 

efficiency, and features and their controls are functioning as intended. 
 Conduct spot checks of both boiler efficiency and combustion efficiency on all 

applicable boilers using accepted standard engineering practice to confirm 
projected replacement boiler annual energy usage and associated savings. 

 If Using Option B: Collect fuel consumption from sub-meters on all applicable 
boilers and correlate with HDD data during the post-installation verification period. 

 If using Option C: Collect and analyze utility or fuel supplier bills for all applicable 
boilers and correlate with HDD data during the post-installation verification. 

 
 Inspect all replacement boilers and verify that their associated burners, heat 

exchangers, and associated controls are functioning as intended. 
 Conduct spot checks of both boiler efficiency and combustion efficiency of 20% of 

replacement boilers using accepted standard engineering practice for all 
applicable boilers. Boilers are to be set up on a rotational basis to ensure all boilers 
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have been checked at least once each 5 years. 
 If Using Option B: Collect fuel consumption from sub-meters for all replacement 

boilers and correlate usage data of 20% of the boilers with HDD data during the 
annual period. Boilers shall be set up on a rotational basis to ensure each boiler’s 
fuel consumption has been checked at least once each 5 years. All boiler sub-
meters are to be checked annually to ensure they are in good working order. 

 If using Option C: Collect and analyze utility or fuel supplier bills for 20% of all 
replacement boilers and correlate with HDD data during the annual period. 
Boilers shall be set up on a rotational basis to ensure each boiler’s fuel 
consumption has been checked at least once each 5 years. 

 Utility Rate verification: Review utility rates to ensure applicable cost 
components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 

 
 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 

Section 2.4.1.1. 
 Baseline and post installation M&V 

 Boiler run-time data may be collected and correlated 
with energy usage to develop the cooling energy 
baseline 

 Annual savings may be estimated using a spreadsheet 
tool comparing baseline equipment performance data to 
manufacturers’ performance data for new equipment 
over the annual operational range of the equipment. 

 Annual M&V. 
 Not required. 

 If individual utility or supplier billing data is not available for individual boilers, 
boiler run-time data may be collected and correlated with HDD data to develop 
the baseline. 

 Annual boiler efficiency verification by ESCO may be eliminated provided boiler 
manufacturer requires owner/operator to perform efficiency verification as part 
of preventive maintenance annually to maintain equipment warranty. 

 
  ECM: HVAC Retro-commissioning & Re-Use Controls Applications 
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 Conduct survey of all applicable facilities’ HVAC system components including 

central plant chillers, boilers, chilled and hot water pumps, condenser water 
pumps, etc.; unitary HVAC equipment including heat pumps, gas-packs, air 
conditioners, etc. and air-side equipment such as AHUs, fan-coil units, valves, 
dampers, and VAV mixing boxes; as well as associated equipment controls. Control 
set points, actual air temperatures, actual water temperatures, steam conditions, 
actual air flows, and any comfort or operational issues should be noted. 

 Conduct spot measurements or use building BMS to trend space temperatures, AHU 
air flows, AHU supply temperatures, as well as key system and equipment run-
times. 

 Develop full-load efficiency (kW/ton) and seasonal efficiencies for applicable 
cooling systems. Obtain full-load coefficient of performance (COP) and seasonal 
efficiency (annual fuel utilization efficiency (AFUE), COP, heating seasonal 
performance factor (HSPF) for applicable heating systems by comparing spot 
measurements with manufacturer’s data. 

 Construct operational profiles for applicable cooling, heating, and ventilation 
systems to develop baseline energy consumption and project post-retro-
commissioning energy profiles. 

 Utility rates: See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component affected by the 
measure. 

 
 Inspect all applicable facilities’ HVAC system components to verify that improved 

system efficiency has been achieved including: improved heat exchanger 
performance; repair or replacement of malfunction controls; control re-calibration; 
set point adjustment, etc. 

 Conduct spot measurements or use building BMS to trend space temperatures, 
AHU air flows, AHU supply temperatures, and system key equipment run-times. 

 Confirm full-load efficiency (kW/ton) and seasonal efficiencies for applicable 
cooling systems. Confirm full-load COP and seasonal efficiency (AFUE, COP, HSPF) 
for applicable heating systems. 

 Check operational profiles for applicable cooling, heating, and ventilation systems 
to confirm post-retro-commissioning of these system(s) energy profiles. 

 
 Inspect all applicable facilities’ HVAC system components to verify that improved 

system efficiency has been maintained including: improved heat exchanger 
performance; proper control functionality; recalibration of controls; set point 
readjustment, etc. 
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 Conduct spot measurements or use the building EMS to conduct short-term 
metering of space temperatures, AHU air flows, AHU supply temperatures, and 
system key equipment run-times. 

 Confirm full-load efficiency (kW/ton) and part load efficiencies for applicable 
cooling systems have been maintained. Confirm full-load COP and seasonal 
efficiency (AFUE, COP, or HSPF) for applicable heating systems. 

 Check operational and energy profiles for applicable HVAC systems to confirm 
retro-commissioning of these systems have been maintained. 

 Utility Rate verification: Review utility rates to ensure applicable cost components 
have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 

 
 None. 

 
 ECM: HVAC Unit Replacement 

 

 
 

 
 Conduct survey of all applicable facilities’ HVAC unitary equipment including heat 

pumps, gas-packs, air conditioners, and their associated controls. Control set 
points, actual air flows, and any comfort or operational issues should be noted. 

 If claiming existing HVAC equipment has experienced efficiency loss, existing 
efficiency must be documented. 

 Conduct spot measurements of power (kW) metering for all units of 5-
tons or greater.  

 Conduct spot measurements of supply and return temperature and air 
flow for units with 3-tons or greater capacity. 

 Conduct short-term fuel metering on gas-packs. A random sample of 
the gas-packs shall be measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, 
Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Develop baseline efficiencies (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER), 
Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER), AFUE, HSPF) for applicable unitary 
equipment by comparing spot measurements to manufacturer’s data. 

 If measurements are not performed to determine existing equipment efficiency, 
original equipment efficiencies may be used in the baseline provided 
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documentation is obtained and presented in the IGA.  
 Construct operational cooling and heating profiles for applicable equipment to 

develop baseline energy consumption and project post- installation energy 
profiles. If replacement HVAC equipment size is changed, equipment size 
specification must be sufficient to meet any design temperature requirements of 
the mechanical code currently in force. 

 Utility rates: See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component affected by the 
measure. 

 
 Inspect all replacement HVAC unitary equipment and their associated controls to 

ensure correct size, correct efficiency, and proper controls have been installed. 
 Conduct spot measurements of power (kW) for all units of 5-tons or greater. 
 Conduct spot measurements of fuel use of gas-packs. A random sample of the 

gas-packs shall be measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is 
recommended. 

 Confirm post-installation efficiencies (SEER, EER, AFUE, and/or HSPF) for 
applicable unitary equipment.  

 Confirm operational cooling and heating profiles for applicable equipment to 
establish post-installation energy consumption and energy use profiles. 

 
 Inspect all replacement HVAC unitary equipment and their associated controls to 

ensure that they are operating efficiently and as intended.  
 Conduct spot measurements of power (kW) of units of 5-tons or greater. A 

random sample of the HVAC units shall be measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 
1, Appendix B-3 is recommended.  

 Conduct spot measurements of fuel use of the gas-packs. A random sample of the 
gas-packs shall be measured. Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is 
recommended.  

 Confirm baseline efficiencies (SEER, EER, AFUE, & HSPF) for applicable unitary 
equipment have been maintained.  

 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 
components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 

 
 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 

Section 2.4.1.1. 
 Baseline and post installation M&V 

 HVAC run-time data may be collected and correlated with 
operational parameters to develop the cooling energy 
baseline 
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 Annual savings may be estimated using a spreadsheet 
tool comparing baseline equipment performance data to 
manufacturers’ performance data for new equipment 
over the annual operational range of the equipment. 

 Annual M&V. 
 Not required. 

 
 ECM: Water Conservation 

 

 
 

 
 Conduct inventory of all applicable facilities’ public restrooms, private restrooms, 

kitchens, utility sinks, and shower facilities on all water fixtures for which access 
has been provided. Record fixture type and location. Take water usage 
measurements. A random sample of all applicable fixtures shall be measured. 
Adherence to IPMVP Volume 1, Appendix B-3 is recommended. 

 Develop baseline water consumption based on facility annual operating hours and 
fixture usage profile. Stipulated operating hours are to be mutually agreed upon 
by the governmental unit and USI.   Obtain water flow measurements and fixture 
operation based on industry accepted practice. 

 Project post-installation water usage profiles and develop annual water savings 
per fixture based on replacement equipment water flow values. 

 If low-flow toilets are part of the ECM, a waste-pipe survey and analysis shall be 
conducted to determine the type, size, and condition of system piping per 
affected facility; and if waste system can function properly post installation of the 
ECM. If analysis concludes that potential problems exist, remedies shall be 
included in the ECM design. 

 Utility rates: See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component affected by the 
measure. 
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 Inspect facilities’ public restrooms, private restrooms, kitchens, utility sinks, and 
shower facilities to ensure correct fixtures have been installed and working as 
intended. 

 Follow sampling plan developed during IGA and agreed to in the M&V Plan. 
 Verify water usage profiles and annual water savings based on replacement 

equipment water flow values. 
 

 Inspect 20% of replacement water fixtures that have been installed to ensure that 
they are working as intended.  

 Follow sampling plan developed during IGA and agreed to in the M&V Plan. 
 Review any waste removal issues with governmental unit facilities. If waste 

removal issues are found to be a result of low-flow toilets, ESCO shall take 
corrective action to solve the problems. 

 Utility Rate verification: Review water and/or sewer rates to ensure applicable 
cost components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 

 
 If this ECM is included in the collective ECMs with annual savings as defined in 

Section 2.4.1.1. 
 Baseline and post installation M&V 

 Water use may be estimated using acceptable industry 
Verification practice. 

 Annual savings may be estimated using a spreadsheet 
tool comparing baseline equipment performance data to 
manufacturers’ performance data for new equipment. 

 Annual M&V 
 Not required. 

 
 ECM: Plug Load Management 
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 Conduct inventory of all plug-loads of applicable facilities. Record plug-load type, 

location, and obtain spot power measurements using industry accepted practice. 
 Develop baseline energy consumption based on facility annual operating hours 

and loads. Stipulated operating hours are to be mutually agreed upon by the 
governmental unit and USI. 

 Project post-installation energy usage profiles and develop annual energy savings 
per plug-load device based on stipulated post-installation operating hours. 

 Utility rates:  See Section 2.3.3. Use the applicable rate component affected by the 
measure. 

 
 Inspect all plug-load controlled receptacles and power strips to ensure controller 

is in the power circuit; is properly located and functionally able to shut off power 
during unoccupied times in a timely manner; and able to return power to the 
controlled equipment as soon as the immediate area is occupied. 

 Verify post-installation energy usage profiles and annual energy savings per plug-
load controller are supported by the stipulated post-installation operating hours. 

 
 Follow sampling plan developed during IGA and agreed to in the M&V Plan. 

Inspect plug-load controlled receptacles and power strips to ensure controllers 
are in the respective power circuits and properly located and functional to be able 
to shut off power during unoccupied times in a timely manner and return power 
to the controlled equipment as soon as the immediate area is occupied. 

 Utility Rate verification: Review electric rates to ensure applicable cost 
components have not changed and update annual savings accordingly. 

 
 If annual inspections reveal that less than 90% of plug-load controlled receptacles 

and power strips are functional or not controlling respective loads as intended, all 
plug-loads will be subsequently inspected and any found to be inoperable or 
bypassed, will be replaced/returned to service and appropriate facility personnel 
retrained. 

 

 GUIDELINES FOR REPORTING 
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 Post Installation Report 
 

 Project background shall include the following: 
 Contract #/Delivery Order #/Task #/Modification # (as appropriate) 
 Dates of relevant delivery order modifications 
 Performance period dates covered 
 Project acceptance date (actual or expected) 

 Description of Project with brief description of ECMs including the following: 
 Provide an overview what was done and how savings are generated. 
 Note any changes in project scope between the final proposal 

(including any relevant delivery order modifications) and as-built 
conditions. 

 Proposed and expected energy and cost savings for year 1 of the performance 
period 

 Compare expected savings for first performance year to first year 
guaranteed cost savings. State whether guarantee is expected to be 
fulfilled for first year. If not, provide detailed explanation. 

 Provide Summary of information in Tables 1 & 2. Use the format 
provided in Appendix E. 

 Table 1 entitled “Proposed Annual Savings” 
 Table 2 entitled “Expected Savings for the First 

Performance Year” 
 Energy and water rates Information shall include: 

 Detail energy and water rates used to calculate cost savings for this 
period. 

 Provide performance period rate adjustment factors for energy and 
water savings, if used. 

 Savings adjustments will be summarized as follows: 
 Provide summary of any energy and/or cost savings adjustments 

required between final proposal (including any relevant delivery order 
modifications) and as-built conditions. 

 Describe the changes between the final proposal (including any 
relevant delivery order modifications) and as-built conditions based on 
post-installation M&V results. 

 Construction period savings will be included as follows: 
 Provide a summary of construction period savings, if applicable. 
 Provide overview of how construction period savings are calculated. 

 Provide status of rebates or incentives if applicable 
 Provide the source of any third-party rebates or incentives provided on 
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the project. 
 Provide status of any third-party rebates or incentives. 

 

 Summarize the ECM  
 Describe the Scope of work 
 Provide the location of ECM 
 Provide details on how savings are generated 
 Describe sources of savings (energy, water, O&M) 

 Reference M&V guideline used 
 Provide an overview of M&V activities for the ECM. 
 Provide an overview of savings calculation methods for the ECM. 

 
 Detail any changes between final proposal and the as-built conditions. 
 Provide details of energy and cost savings differences resulting from changes 

between final proposal and as-built conditions based on post-installation M&V 
results. Summarize information in Table 3, entitled “Differences in Energy and 
Cost Savings from Changes between Final Proposal and As-built Conditions for 
ECM”. Use format provided in Appendix E. 

 Describe construction period savings, if applicable. Include date ECM was in effect 
and reference acceptance documentation. 

 Provide savings calculations for construction period savings. 
 

 A list of the measurement equipment used 
 Documentation of the measurement equipment calibration  
 The dates and times of data collection or inspections, names of personnel, and 

documentation of governmental unit or third party witnessing 
 Confirmation of adherence to sampling plan 
 All post-installation measured values, including periods of monitoring and 

durations and frequency of measurements. (Use appendix and electronic format 
as necessary). Include description of data format (headings, units, etc.). 

 Description of how performance criteria have been met. 
 Details of any performance deficiencies that need to be addressed by ESCO or 

governmental unit. 
 Description of how any performance deficiencies or enhancements on generation 

of savings. 
 

 Provide detailed description of analysis methods used. 
 Provide details all assumptions and sources of data, including all stipulated values 
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used in calculations.  
 Include equations and technical details of all calculations made. Include 

description of data format (headings, units, etc.). 
 Provide details of any baseline or savings adjustments made. 
 Provide detailed energy and water rates used to calculate cost savings. Include 

any performance period energy and water rate adjustment factors, if used. 
 Give details of expected savings for each energy conservation measure for first 

year and provide summary in Table 4 entitled. “Expected Year 1 Savings for ECM”. 
Use format provided in Appendix E. 

 
 Describe the source of O&M savings, if applicable. 

 Describe the verification activities. 
 Provide performance period O&M cost savings adjustment factors, if 

applicable. 
 Describe source of other savings, if applicable. 

 Describe the verification activities. 
 Provide performance period adjustment factors, if applicable. 

 
 Annual Reconciliation Report 

 
 Description of Project with brief description of ECMs including the following: 

 Provide an overview what was done and how savings are generated. 
 Note any changes in project scope between the final proposal 

(including any relevant delivery order modifications) and as-built 
conditions. 

 Provide a summary of proposed and verified energy and cost savings for the 
performance year 

 Compare verified savings for performance year to the guaranteed cost 
savings. State whether guarantee is expected to be fulfilled for first 
year. If not, provide detailed explanation. 

 Define the performance period 
 Provide Summary of savings information in Tables 5 & 6. Use the 

format provided in Appendix E. 
 Table 5 entitled “Proposed Annual Savings Overview” 
 Table 6 entitled “Verified Savings for Performance Year 

[#]”. Insert appropriate year number in title and 
appropriate column headings. 

 Provide summary of any energy and/or cost savings adjustments required. 
 Provide summary of any Performance and O&M Issues 
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 Note effect of operating deficiencies or enhancements on generation 
of savings. 

 Note effect of maintenance deficiencies on generation of savings. 
 Identify any deficiencies that need to be addressed by ESCO or 

governmental unit. 
 Energy and water rates Information shall include:  

 Detail energy and water rates used to calculate cost savings for 
performance period in question. 

 Provide performance period rate adjustment factors for energy and 
water savings, if used. 

 Provide a summary of verified savings to date as follows: 
 Total energy, electric energy, demand, natural gas, water and other 

energy savings 
 Total energy cost savings, other related and O&M cost savings, and 

total cost savings. 
 Guaranteed cost savings 
 Summarize information in Table 7. Use the format provided in 

Appendix E. 
 

 Summarize the ECM  
 Describe the Scope of work 
 Provide the location of ECM 
 Provide details on how savings are generated 
 Describe sources of savings (energy, water, O&M) 

 Discuss any changes in scope/results recorded in post-installation M&V report 
 Reference the M&V guideline and option used 
 Provide an overview of M&V activities for the ECM. 
 Provide an overview of savings calculation and analysis methods for the ECM. 

 

 Provide details on what inspections monitoring and measurements were 
conducted.  

 Describe measurement equipment used 
 Provide equipment calibration documentation 
 Provide dates/times of data collection or inspections, names of 

personnel, and documentation of government unit witnessing 
 Provide details to confirm adherence to sampling plan, as applicable. 

 Include all measured values for this period. Include periods of monitoring and 
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durations and frequency of measurements. 
 Describe how performance criteria have been met. 
 Detail any performance deficiencies that need to be addressed by ESCO or the 

governmental unit. 
 Note effect of performance deficiencies or enhancements on generation of 

savings. 
 

 Provide detailed description of analysis methods used. 
 Describe any data manipulation or analysis that was conducted prior 

to applying savings calculations. 
 Describe all assumptions and sources of data, including all stipulated values used 

in calculations. 
 Include equations and technical details of all calculations made. Include 

description of data format (headings, units, etc.). 
 Provide details of any baseline or savings adjustments made. 
 Provide detailed information on energy and water rates used to calculate cost 

savings. 
 Provide performance period energy and water rate adjustment 

factors, if used. 
 Provided the verified savings for the ECM for performance year in question. 

 Include total energy use, electric energy use, electric demand, natural 
gas use, water use, and other energy use. 

 Include electric cost, natural gas cost, water cost, other energy cost, 
other related and O&M costs, and total costs  

 Summarize information in Table 8. Use the format provided in 
Appendix E. 

 

 Describe source of related other savings, if applicable. 
 Provide verification activities. 
 Provide performance period O&M savings adjustment factors, if 

applicable. 
 Describe source of O&M savings, if applicable. 

 Provide verification activities. 
 Provide performance period O&M savings adjustment factors, if 

applicable. 
 

 Describe operating requirements in the following manner. 
 List the organizations that will perform measurement and verification 
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of equipment operations. If appropriate, detail how such activities are 
shared. 

 Summarize key operating procedures and any related verification 
activities. 

 Detail any deficiencies that need to be addressed by ESCO or 
governmental unit. 

 Note effect of operating deficiencies or enhancements on generation 
of savings. 

 Describe preventive maintenance requirements in the following manner. 
 List the organizations that will perform maintenance. If appropriate, 

detail how such activities are shared. 
 Provide verification of scheduled maintenance items completed by 

ESCO or governmental unit. 
 Detail any deficiencies that need to be addressed by ESCO or 

governmental unit. 
 Note effect of maintenance deficiencies on generation of savings. 

 Describe any repair and replacement requirements in the following manner. 
 List the organizations that will perform repair and replacement. If 

appropriate, detail how such activities are shared. 
 Summarize the activities conducted this period by ESCO or 

governmental unit. 
 Detail any deficiencies that need to be addressed by ESCO or 

governmental unit. 
 Note effect of equipment deficiencies on generation of savings. 
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Appendix A: Definitions of Terms 
 

Absolute Deviation: The absolute value (always positive) deviation between the actual monthly energy 
consumption and the monthly calculated energy consumption of the calibrated model used in M&V 
Option D. The total of the monthly absolute deviation values of the calibrated model must be no greater 
than 10% of the total facility annual energy consumption. 
 

Adjustments, Routine: Changes made to the baseline and/or the performance period energy use to 
account for expected variations in independent variables. 
 

Adjustments, Non-routine: Changes made to the baseline and/or the performance period energy use to 
compensate for unexpected changes to the energy conservation measures (ECMs). 
 

Annual Reconciliation Report: A report issued annually, typically on the anniversary of project 
acceptance, which documents the execution and results of the measurement and verification (M&V) 
activities prescribed in the M&V plan. This documentation verifies the continued operation of the ECMs, 
provides the associated energy savings estimates, demonstrates proper maintenance, and provides 
M&V results. The energy savings documented in the report serves as the basis for the energy service 
company’s (ESCO’s) invoice after the regular interval report has been reviewed and approved by the 
governmental unit. 
 

Applicable Fixture Populations: In regard to lighting fixture sampling, this is a sub-set of the total 
project lighting fixture population and involves the fixtures included in the ECM of the same type and 
operating hours (offices, classrooms, bathrooms are considered to be separate fixture populations 
within a ESPC project). If 10% sampling is required 10% of each fixture population shall be surveyed. 
 

ASHRAE: American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers 
 

Avoided Energy Use: The reductions in energy use that occurred during the performance period relative 
to what would have been used during the baseline period, using actual operating conditions 
experienced during the performance period. This may require baseline energy use to be adjusted to 
performance period conditions. This approach is different than calculating normalized savings. 
 

Baseline Conditions: Physical conditions that existed before implementation of the energy savings 
performance contract (ESPC) project (such as equipment inventory and conditions, occupancy, 
nameplate data, energy consumption rate, and control strategies), which are determined through 
surveys, inspections, spot measurements, and short-term metering activities. Baseline conditions are 
established for the purpose of estimating savings and are also used to account for any changes that 
may occur during the performance period, which may require adjustments to baseline energy use. 
 

Baseline Energy or Demand: The calculated or measured energy use or demand by a piece of equipment 
or a site before implementation of the project. 
 

Calibrated Simulation: See IPMVP Option D which used an acceptable energy model which is calibrated 
with the use of historical building energy consumption data (Baseline calibrated model). The calibrated 
model shall provide an estimated baseline energy consumption within 10% of the actual energy 
consumption of modeled building. 
 

Commissioning: This is the process of documenting and verifying through adjusting/remedying the 
performance of building facility systems so that they operate in conformity with the design intent. An 
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independent party may complete system/equipment commissioning. The ASHRAE Guideline 0-2013, The 
Commissioning Process, can be the basis for commissioning activities. 
 
Contract: The executed document between a governmental unit and the ESCO and any appendixes, as 
amended from time to time, which outline provisions of the project 
 

Demand diversity factor: Demand diversity pertains to the impact of a particular ECM on the monthly 
peak demand of the electric service. Some ECMs have a much higher impact than other ECMs. For 
example, an indoor lighting conversion would have a high diversity factor; however, EMS controls used 
to implement temperature set-back or equipment shut-off during non-operating hours would typically 
have a very low diversity factor. 
 

Energy Conservation Measure or Water Conservation Measure (ECM): A measure must satisfy four 
statutory criteria in order to qualify as an “energy conservation measure.” It must (1) be applied to a 
governmental building; (2) improve energy efficiency; (3) be life cycle cost-effective; and (4) involve 
energy conservation, cogeneration facilities, renewable energy sources, improvements in operation and 
maintenance efficiencies, or retrofit activities. See 42 U.S.C. § 8259(4); 10 C.F.R. §436.31. A measure must 
satisfy three statutory criteria in order to qualify as a “water conservation measure.” It must (1) improve 
the efficiency of water use; (2) be lifecycle cost-effective; and (3) involve water conservation, water 
recycling or reuse, more efficient treatment of wastewater or storm water, improvements in operation 
or maintenance efficiencies, retrofit activities, or other related activities, not at a federal hydroelectric 
facility. See 42 U.S.C. § 8287c (4) (B). 
 

ECM, Collective: A collective ECM is the summary of all ECMs with the same name and description that is 
being proposed for multiple buildings and facilities included in Schedule E of the ESPC. 
 

Energy Services Company (ESCO): An organization that designs, finances, procures, installs, and possibly 
maintains one or more ECMs or systems at a governmental unit facility or facilities. 
 

Expected Savings: For a North Carolina ESPC project, expected savings are those reported in the post-
installation report. They are based on as-built conditions and post-installation verification activities, and 
are the savings expected for year 1 of the project. 
 

Modified Option A: This utilizes retrofit isolation with key parameter measurement for annual M&V 
following a more detailed M&V such as Option D conducted during the baseline and post installation. 
 

Independent Variable: A parameter that is expected to change regularly and have a measurable effect 
on the energy use of a building or system. 
 

Insolation: A measure of solar radiation energy received on a given surface area in a given time in units 
of W/m2. 
 

Interactive Effects: Energy consumption changes to one system resulting from changes made to 
another building system. 
 

IPMVP: International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (Volume 1) is a guidance 
document that describes common practice in measuring, computing and reporting savings achieved in 
energy performance contracts. 
 

Investment Grade Audit (IGA): A comprehensive assessment of a facility’s energy and water use 
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characteristics, identifying and analyzing energy conservation measures. Also may be referred to as a 
feasibility study. 
 

Measurement and Verification (M&V) Approach: An evaluation procedure for determining energy and 
cost savings. M&V techniques discussed in this document include engineering calculations, metering, 
utility billing analysis, and computer simulation. 
 
Measurement Boundary: A notational boundary that can be either drawn around equipment and/or 
systems, or encompass the entire building. If the boundary is equipment or a system, it should 
segregate those which are relevant to savings determination from those which are not. All energy uses 
of equipment or systems within the measurement boundary must be measured or estimated. 
 
M&V Option: One of four generic M&V approaches (A, B, C, and D) defined for ESPC projects. See 
individual definitions for each Option. 
 

M&V Option A: This involves isolation retrofit, where measurements are isolated to the specific system 
in which the energy or water conservation measure is applied. M&V is conducted on one key parameter. 
 

M&V Option B: This involves isolation retrofit, where measurements are isolated to the specific system in 
which the energy or water conservation measure is applied. Unlike Option A, M&V is conducted on all key 
parameters. 
 

M&V Option C: This is a whole building M&V and involves using utility or sub-metered metered data. 
 

M&V Option D: This is a whole building M&V using an hourly analysis energy model that is calibrated 
with the use of historical building energy consumption data for the baseline and then recalibrated once 
post-installation data is available in the performance period. The calibrated model shall provide an 
estimated baseline energy consumption within 10% of the actual energy consumption of the modeled 
building based on a summary of the monthly absolute deviations. 
 

Incremental rates: Sometimes referred to as marginal rates are the applicable utility rate components 
for the ECM. Average or all-in rates include various energy and demand charges, but they also include 
set cost components such as basic facility charges, public use fund charges. Incremental rates apply 
only the utility rate components which actually are impacted by the ECM. Average rates should not be 
used in cost savings analysis, because they typically do not correctly reflect true energy cost impact of 
the ECM. 
 

M&V Plan: The M&V plan is a document that defines project-specific M&V methods and techniques that 
will be used to determine savings resulting from a specific performance contracting project. 
 

Measurements, Continuous: Measurements repeated at regular intervals over the baseline period or 
contract term. 
 

Measurements, Long-Term: Measurements taken over a period of several years. 
 

Measurements, Short-Term: Measurements taken for several hours, weeks, or months. Time duration 
should be sufficient to cover the full complement of equipment loading conditions. 
 

Measurements, Spot: Measurements taken one time; snap-shot measurements. Time duration should be 
sufficient to cover the full complement of equipment loading conditions. 
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Normalized Savings: The reductions in energy use that occurred during the performance period relative 
to what would have been used during the baseline period, but adjusted to a normal set of conditions 
(such as typical weather conditions). 
 

Performance Period: The time period spanning from signing of the ESPC project task order to the end of 
the contract term, or for a specific time frame such as 1 year within that period. 
 

Performance Period Energy Use or Demand: The calculated energy use (or demand) by a piece of 
equipment or a site after implementation of the project. The ESCO and the governmental unit verify the 
performance period energy use, the installation of the proper equipment components or systems, the 
correct operation of the components and systems, and their potential to generate the predicted 
savings. 

Post-Installation Conditions: The physical and operational conditions present during the time period 
following the installation of an ESPC project. 
 

Post-Installation Report: The report that provides results of post-installation M&V activities, documents 
any changes in the project scope that may have occurred during project implementation, and provides 
energy savings estimates for the first year of performance. 
 

Project: The implementation of energy efficiency services at a governmental unit facility or group of 
facilities. 
 

Project-Specific M&V Plan: Plan providing details on how a specific project’s savings will be verified 
based on the general M&V options described in this document. 
 

Proper installation of ECM: The equipment and/or components associated with the ECM are installed 
per the manufacturer’s recommendations using industry standard practices per associated trade. 
 

Proposed Savings: For a governmental ESPC project, proposed savings are those estimated in the 
contract before project implementation and determined from metering and/or calculations performed 
in accordance with the provisions of the governmental unit’s approved M&V plan. 
 

Retrofit Isolation: This concept allows narrowing the measurement boundary to just the equipment 
and/or systems that the ECM is applied. Interactive effects with other systems are typically ignored, 
such as associated cooling savings or heating penalties of a lighting ECM.  
 
Regression Analysis: A technique used to develop a mathematical model from a set of data that 
describes the correlation of measured variables. 
 

Sampling: A process of selecting random pieces of similar equipment for monitoring in order to 
characterize some feature of an entire population of equipment. This strategy is used when it is unrealistic 
to measure all affected equipment. 
 

Stratified sampling: A probability sampling technique wherein the investigator divides the entire 
population into different subgroups or strata, then randomly selects the final subjects proportionally 
from the different strata. 
 

Usage Group: A collection of equipment (e.g., motors or rooms with light fixtures) with similar 
characteristics (e.g., operating schedule). 
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Verified Savings: For a North Carolina ESPC project, verified savings are those reported in the annual 
report for the project. They are based on the project specific M&V Plan and the verification activities 
conducted during the performance period and are the savings calculated for that specific year of the 
project. 
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Appendix B: Example of Information included in Baseline (Schedule C) 

 
Utility Description and Energy Baseline 
 

General: For Building B electricity is supplied by an XYZ Electric Company and Natural Gas is supplied by 
ABC Gas Company for the facility.  
 

Energy Baseline 
 
 

Utility Rates 
 

Electric: The table below describe the current electric rates being charged. A 7% North Carolina sales tax 
associated with them for all calculations on top of the rates listed below. 
 
Rate 6 
 

Basic Customer Charge up to 50kVA transformer $65.00 
Transformer over 50kVA per Basic Facilities + $1.50/kVA 
kW Demand Charge  

Per kW for first 15 kW $0.00 
All kW over 15 kW $5.95 

kWh Energy Charge  
Per kWh first 3,000 kWh $0.1016 
Next 7,000 kWh $0.0742 
All kWh over 10,000 kWh $0.0644 

 
 
Natural Gas: The table below describes the natural gas rate charged as of September  
2015. A 7% North Carolina sales tax associated with them for all calculations on top of the rates listed 
below. 

Electricity Usage and Cost

Month
Energy 

Usage (kWh) Demand (kW) Cost
Jan 33,400 125 $3,396.33
Feb 33,900 130 $3,458.28
Mar 29,200 133 $3,173.45
Apr 40,900 150 $4,028.08
May 53,100 190 $5,051.76
Jun 63,300 210 $5,827.64
Jul 81,400 250 $7,231.28

Aug 72,800 245 $6,647.69
Sep 100,800 290 $8,718.64
Oct 62,000 190 $5,624.92
Nov 53,000 170 $4,926.32
Dec 42,200 142 $4,064.20

Totals 666 ,000 2225 $62,148.59

Natural Gas Usage and Cost

Month
Energy Usage 

(Therms) Cost
Jan 2,013 $1,476.84
Feb 1,938 $1,422.64
Mar 2,335 $1,709.55
Apr 792 $577.02
May 281 $218.97
Jun 740 $540.59
Jul 732 $534.98

Aug 748 $546.19
Sep 1,276 $916.16
Oct 1,290 $925.97
Nov 1,173 $869.79
Dec 2,261 $1,656.07

Totals 15 ,579 $11,394.79
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Water/Sewer: The entire campus is supplied through a combination of two (2) six-inch meters located on 
the south side of campus by County Public Utilities. 
 
The table below describes the baseline water usage and water and sewer costs along with rates in 
effect at the time of this report. The monthly minimum usage charge for maintaining the two, six-inch 
meters is greater than the consumption of the campus.  However, the campus is required to maintain 
the two existing six-inch water meters in order to meet fire flow requirements. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Baseline Model Development 
 

A building simulation software was used for establishing building and energy systems characteristics.  
The results of the simulation were then compared to the baseline energy usage established in the above 
section.  One significant criterion for a well-constructed and accurate building model is the comparison 
of historical baseline energy to the resulting energy use output by the model.  Once the results of the 
baseline model align, or are calibrated, the model is ready to accept the simulation parameter 
modification to characterize each Energy Conservation Measure (ECM).  The outputs of the model can 
be found in the appendix to this report. 
 
 

  

Basic Facilities Charge $22.00 
Cost per therm November - March $0.72 
Cost per therm April-October $0.70 

Water & Sewer Usage and Cost

Month
Water Usage 

(kgal)
Water & 

Sewer Cost
Jan 210 $2,895.42
Feb 195 $2,807.15
Mar 255 $3,160.25
Apr 280 $3,307.37
May 310 $3,473.22
Jun 345 $3,641.75
Jul 350 $3,665.82

Aug 345 $3,641.75
Sep 325 $3,545.45
Oct 260 $3,189.67
Nov 225 $2,983.70
Dec 205 $2,866.00

Totals 3,305 $39 ,177.52

Water Rate - 6" Industrial Meter
Basic Service Charge $31.00
Mimimum Usage Charge $1,375.00

All Usage $2.80 /kgal

Sewer Rate - Industrial
Basic Service Charge $45.00
0-100 kgal $6.50 /kgal
100-300 kgal $5.50 /kgal
300-500 kgal $4.50 /kgal
All over 500 kgal $3.00 /kgal

Tax 7%
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Baseline Model Calibrations 
 

Baseline models are calibrated to baseline utility data.  Schedules for plug load, lighting, etc. are 
adjusted based on observations during field investigations, interviews with operation personnel, and 
data from data loggers.  However, the exact operations schedule can only be estimated on an average.  
This fact as well as differences in the weather data file from the actual weather conditions during the 
utility data period will guarantee the models will not exactly match the utility data. 
 

Baseline models were first calibrated by using actual weather data for 2014. This model was calibrated 
within 10% of the overall annual utility baseline and to closely match the monthly profile of the utility 
data. ECM savings were based on a new baseline using publicly available average weather data. 
 

The following table and graphs compare the baseline performance as determined by actual bills with 
the calibrated model energy outputs. 
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Note: If electricity demand savings for the project are expected to be significant, the energy model 
should calibrated for demand and results provided in Schedule C.  

 

When the above information is combined with a table similar to the one below, a picture of baseline 
performance as determined by actual bills with the model energy output is produced.  
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 Building D 

Electricity Energy Balance 

    Hours of Operation  

Components kW Hrs/day days/Wk Wks/yr Total Hrs kWh 

Inside Lighting 61.2       1,919 117,433 

Outside Lighting 5.1 11 7.0 52 4,004 20,420 

Parking Lighting 0.0 14 6.0 52 4,368 0 

Space Cooling 195.0         214,500 

Space Heating 173.8         182,460 

AC Fans 15.3         50,490 

Misc Fans 7.5       1,340 4,102 

Pumps 0.0       0 0 

HW Pumps 0.0       0 0 

Office Equipment 36.3       1,824 66,211 

DHW Heating 2.9         3,944 

Vertical Trans 0.0 12 7.0 52 4,368 0 

Other Misc Loads 0.0 12 7.0 52 4,368 0 

Total 497.0         659,570 

Summer Peak 273.4 (non-coincident) 2014 Meter Total = 666,000 

(at 75% Factor) 372.8 (coincident) % Difference = -1.0% 
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Appendix C: Sampling Guidelines 

 

Sample Sizing: The total size of a sample depends upon a number of factors potentially including the 
number of samples being compared, the significance level required, the minimum meaningful difference 
one wishes to resolve; the variance exhibited in the variable being measured; and the statistical power 
targeted.  
 

Population: This is the entire set of all individual units, of a given type, that could be measured and is 
usually a group far too large to economically measure. This includes but not limited to lighting fixtures, 
HVAC package units, plug-load equipment, building envelope components, or set point temperatures, 
etc. 
 

Homogeneous Populations: Those populations that have identical or nearly-identical member 
characteristics. Simple random sampling can be used. 
 

Heterogeneous Populations: These are characteristics that identify members of the total population as 
unique. These unique groups may be separated into distinct or stratified categories. Stratified sampling 
techniques must be used. 
 

Precision: The maximum acceptable difference between the estimated population average value (based 
on the sampled measurement) and the true population average value (unknown) is expressed as the 
measurement precision. The upper limit on acceptable precision is 10%. 
 

Confidence Level: The probability that the sampled average value obtained will be within the stipulated 
precision bounds given the population variance and sample size used. A minimum confidence level of 
90% is recommended. 
 

Number of samples: The number of samples taken shall be stated as a round number or percentage of 
the population. Justification shall be provided using industry standards for the sample size and 
methodology shall be provided within the M&V plan to achieve a 10% precision at a 90% confidence level. 
For calculating sample size, see IPMVP, Volume 1, Appendix B-3. 
 
Random Sampling: is a subset of items (a sample) chosen from a larger set (a population). Each item is 
chosen randomly and entirely by chance, such that each item has the same probability of being chosen at 
any stage during the sampling process, and each subset of k items has the same probability of being chosen 
for the sample as any other subset of k items. Once each item in the population has been numbered, a 
random number generator may be used to select the items to be sampled.  

Calculating the initial Sample Size 
The following equation shall be used to calculate the initial sample size. The sample size must be 
adjusted to achieve the stated precision and confidence goals. 
 

n0 = z2 * cv2 
               e2 
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where: 
n0  is the initial estimate of the required sample size, before sampling begins. 
z is the standard normal distribution value in Table B-1 of IPMVP Volume 1, with an 

infinite number of readings, and the desired confidence level. 
cv is the coefficient of variance, defined as the standard deviation of the readings 

divided by the mean.  
e is the desired level of precision. 

 
Sample Size Calculation Example: 
An example of data collection and sample size analysis, using equation B-16 found in the January 2012 
version of IPMVP: Volume I, can be seen cataloged in the table below. Here it can be seen that the 
required sample size is continually calculated, based on the measured data sample value, until the 
number of samples recorded is equal to or greater than the required number of samples needed to 
achieve the stated precision of 0.5 and confidence goal of 0.95 given the mean and variance of the data 
values collected. 
 

Table xx – Example Sample Size Determination Analysis 

 Sample  
Number 

Sample  
Value 

Required  
Sample Size 

Precision 
e 

Confidence z 
Coefficient  
of Variance 

1 94 - 0.05 0.95 1.96 - 

2 110 19 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.111 

3 93 14 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.096 

4 108 12 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.089 

5 96 10 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.081 

6 107 9 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.077 

7 89 11 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.085 

8 115 14 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.094 

9 101 12 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.088 

10 111 12 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.088 

11 90 13 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.092 

12 96 12 0.05 0.95 1.96 0.089 
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Appendix D: TMY3 Weather Data 
 

TMY 
3 

 
 

Location Type 

7231
 

Asheville Regional Airport Class I 
7230

 
Cape Hatteras News Building Class I 

7231
 

Charlotte Douglas Intl Airport Class I 
7230

 
Cherry Point MCAS Class 

 7230
 

Dare Co Regional Airport Class 
 746

 
Elizabeth City Coast Guard Air Station Class 

 7230
 

Fayetteville Pope AFB Class 
 7230

 
Fayetteville Regional Airport Class 

 746
 

Fort Bragg Simmons AAF Class 
 7230

 
Goldsboro Seymour Johnson AFB Class 

 7231
 

Greensboro Piedmont Triad International 
 

Class I 
7231

 
Hickory Regional Airport Class 

 7230
 

Jacksonville (AWOS) Class 
 7230

 
Kinston Stallings AFB Class 

 7230
 

New Bern Craven Co Regional Airport Class 
 7230

 
New River MCAF Class 

 7230
 

Pitt Greenville Airport Class 
 7230

 
Raleigh Durham International Airport Class I 

7230
 

Rocky Mount Wilson Airport Class 
 7231

 
Southern Pines AWOS Class 

 7230
 

Wilmington International Airport Class I 
7231

 
Winston-Salem Reynolds Airport Class 

  
  
Note: 
Pre-defined typical meteorological year (TMY) weather files are available online, properly formatted for 
use with many simulation tools (e.g. http://doe2.com/index_Wth.html) and may be used when sufficient 
(at least three complete years) historical energy usage data is available for model calibration. Some TMY 
weather files available online may not have sufficient data or proper formatting for use with some 
simulation engines (e.g. http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-2005/tmy3/) but can still be 
useful for manual checks of energy calculations. When insufficient historical building energy usage data 
is available, weather data for an actual year (corresponding to the time period for which historical 
energy usage data does exist) may be obtained (often purchased) and used to calibrate energy models.   

http://doe2.com/index_Wth.html
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/old_data/nsrdb/1991-2005/tmy3/
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Appendix E : Templates for Report Tables  
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